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Abstract

Digital speech processing is an important topic for many speech applications such as mobile

phones and voice verification systems, and speech analysis is the most fundamental process for

such applications. SPANA, which is a software tool, was therefore created to help people learn

about speech analysis.

This project aims to enhance three main functions of SPANA. They are spectrogram display; line

spectrum pair (LSP) and linear prediction coefficient (LPC) mapping; and the investigation of

average energy and zero crossing rate.

In the spectrogram display function, a spectrogram is displayed at the time of sound recording. S

a result, users can see the time-varying spectral characteristics of the speech being recorded. In

the LSP and LPC mapping function, users can see the relationship between the roots of LSP and

the LPC envelope. In average energy and zero crossing measurements, a diagram with both

average energy and zero crossing rate of the speech signal is shown. This lets the user understand

the relationship between average energy and zero crossing rate of a speech signal.

A new version of CWaveAudio library, which uses multithreading technique, was also

embedded. It improves the flexibility of the playback and record functions and users can now

start and stop the playback at any time.

It is believed that the new SPANA software can help students understand the fundamental

concepts of speech analysis.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Speech analysis involves the process of extracting important speech characteristics from speech

signals and is the fundamental knowledge of speech processing. Without this knowledge, it is

impossible for building speech applications such as speech synthesis and speech recognition. A

software tool SPANA was therefore developed to help students learn speech analysis.

This report describes a project that aims at enhance SPANA. The project began in Aug 2001 and

completed in April 2002.

1.1 Objectives
The main objective of this project is to enhance the software tool SPANA to help students learn

speech analysis with ease. The enhanced SPANA should be able to display spectrogram; zero

crossing and average energy; LPC envelope and LSP mapping; and other less in scale but

important improvement.

With the latest version of CWaveAudio library provided by Dr. M.W. Mak, the functionality of

playback and record should also be enhanced.

1.2 Background
The SPANA software was developed years ago and kept enhancing. It is run on Microsoft

Windows and is developed using Visual C++ with MFC.

In the past version of the software, there were a number of functions such as displaying speech

signal in time and frequency domain, prediction error, LPC envelope and power spectrum. There

were also a number of analysis tools such as LPC parameters sensitivity, effect of different

window types and LPC pole control on a z-plane.

In this new version of SPANA, functions of spectrogram display; line spectrum pair analysis;

average energy and zero crossing measurements were added.

To understand this project well, it is suggested to have knowledge on speech analysis and

Windows programming. Software engineering methodologies also provide a means of managing
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the software development process. As a result, this report covers the theories of both speech

analysis and Windows programming.

1.3 Organization
This report consists of six parts. The first part is the “Project Specification” which defines the

requirement and functionality of the software. The part “Theories of Speech Analysis” provides

the analysis theories of speech which involved in this project. The “Windows Programming”

section gives the knowledge and technique about Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) Windows

programming used in developing SPANA. In the part “Methodologies”, details are provided for

implementing the new functions. Finally, it comes to the “Conclusion” and “Recommendation”

parts which are a summary of the report and a suggestion for further work.
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Chapter 2 Project Specification

There are five major requirements in this project. The first requirement is to embed the new

CWaveAudio library. Second is a spectrogram display function during speech recordings. The

next requirement is a function of LSP and the corresponding LPC envelope mapping in which a

dialog box should be created to investigate the relationship among poles locations of LSP and the

LPC envelope. Then, a function to display the average energy and zero crossing rate should be

added. Last, the playback function should be enhanced to let users start and stop the playback at

anytime. Details are as follows.

2.1 Embedding CWaveAudio Library

The CWaveAudio library provides a number of functions in sound recording and playback which

can be called by SPANA. The latest version uses multi-threading techniques which increase the

flexibility by giving developers more control on the program during the recording and playback

process. It should be embedded and used by the existing record and playback function.

2.2 Average Energy and Zero Crossing Rate Investigation
A diagram of the average energy and zero crossing measures should be displayed for the current

speech signal. This lets users to see how average energy and zero crossing can be used to detect

the endpoint of a speech signal containing a series of voiced and unvoiced sound.

Blue line is used to plot the zero crossing rate and red line is used to plot the average energy of a

speech signal. Both outputs should be overlapped on the screen so their relationship can be

investigated. The window size and the percentage of windows overlapping can be inputted by the

users.
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2.3 Spectrogram Display

A spectrogram shows the time-varying spectral characteristics of a speech signal. The x-axis

represents the time and y-axis represents the frequency. The amplitudes of frequency spectra are

indicated by a range of colors. Users can observe a real-time spectrogram when they invoke the

recording function. There is also an option to enable the formant estimation function so that users

can also see the formant information about the recording speech.

Fig 2.1 Spectrogram Prototype

2.4 Portion Playback of Speech Signal
Users can select any portion of the speech signal to play. Specifically, users can use the left

button of the mouse to select the starting point and a vertical line should be displayed as an

indication. Users can then use the right button of the mouse to select the ending point of the

speech signal and the selected portion of the signal should be highlighted. Uses can click the play

button in order to play that part of speech.
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2.5 Line Spectrum Pairs and LPC Envelope Mapping

Line Spectrum Pair (LSP) is an alternative to the LP parameters containing the speech

characteristics. There is a transformation algorithm between LSP and LPC. In this function, a

dialog box should be created with the LSP information as shown in Fig 2.2.

Users can select the root and adjust its value in the slider. The spectral envelope shown in the

background should change simultaneously.

Fig 2.2 LSP Dialog Box

Fig 2.3 Background Spectral Signal

Spectral Envelope changes at
the same time

Frequency (Hz)

Amplitude

Slider

Pole Selection Box
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Chapter 3 Theories of Speech Analysis

This part introduces the theories of speech analysis involved in this project. These include the

average energy and zero crossing rate; Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF); Linear

Predictive (LP) analysis and Line Spectrum Pair (LSP) analysis.

3.1 Average Energy and Zero Crossing Rate

Average energy and zero crossing measurement are used to analysis the speech signal in the time

domain. These measurements are useful for detecting the boundary between voiced and unvoiced

sound.

The average energy is the variance of a speech signal. The average energy, known as the

variance of the speech signal, is stronger for voiced sound than unvoiced sound. The short-term

average energy is defined as:
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In contrast, zero crossing measurement is the number of time the speech signal changes sign. The

zero crossing rate of voiced sound is smaller than that of voiced sound. The short-term zero

crossing rate is defined as:
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3.2 Average Magnitude Difference Function

Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF) is one of the methods to detect the pitch

period of a speech signal. The short-term AMDF is defined as:
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In the above equation, η  is the time difference parameter. D is minimum whenη  approaches the

period of s(n) due to the most similarity. As a result, pitch detection can be estimated by finding

the minimum D.

3.3 LP Analysis
LP model extracts the important characteristics of a speech signal. It gives a good model of the

speech signal. For a detailed description of LPC analysis, please refer to the references. Here, the

LPC analysis is summarized below.

After performing the basic operation and autocorrelation, the LP coefficients (LPC) can be

extracted. The autocorrelations parameters in each frame are converted into the LPC coefficients

or the reflection (PARCOR) coefficients by the Durbin’s algorithm [2].
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The equations above are solved recursively for i = 1, 2, … , p, where p is the prediction order.

The final solution is given by:
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The LP coefficients am can be used to re-construct the original speech signal, as shown in Fig

3.2.
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where G is the gain of the current analysis frame.

Figure 3.2 LPC model
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3.4 LSP Analysis

Line Spectrum Pairs (LSP) are another alternative presentation of speech signals. LSP reduce the

dynamic range of the parameters and improves the coding efficiency. The transformation from

LPC to LSP can be accomplished by solving the following equations [2]:
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?  are the angular positions of the LSP roots between 0 and p. All roots of P(z) and Q(z) lie on

the unit circle and alternate with each other. (i.e. 0= ? q0< ? p0< ? q1< ? p1… …  = p)

The LP parameters can also be transformed from the LSP. One of the methods is by LPC

synthesis filter method [2]:
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Chapter 4 Windows Programming

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The Windows Programming Model

Windows programming is different from the traditional programming. Many traditional

DOS applications use a procedural programming model while windows programs use an

event-driven model. In windows programming, there is a message queue to storing events

to be retrieved (see Fig 4.1). An event occurs by taking actions such as minimizing a

window frame or pressing a key. A corresponding message will be generated. For

example, a WM_KEYDOWN message is generated when a key is pressed. Once a

message enters the message queue, it will be passed to the message loop and dispatched

to the corresponding message handler to process it. Fig 4.1 depicts the Windows

programming model.

Fig 4.1 The Windows Programming Model
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4.1.2 Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC)

There are many Windows API for Windows programming. However, it may take a lot of

time to develop software if we do all the work by calling Windows API directly. MFC is

a C++ class library that places an object-oriented wrapper around the Windows API. For

example, by using MFC, we can build a status bar, which shows the CAPS-LOCK and

NUM-LOCK status, with the CStatusBar class instead of calling the number of APIs. The

MFC is used when include the header file “Afxwin.h” in the application.
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4.2 Guide for MFC Novices

MFC provides three kinds of Windows application, single document interface (SDI), multiple

document interface (MDI) and dialog box based. Please refer to “Fundamentals of the

Document/View Architecture” section or other references about the meaning of documents in

MFC. In general, notepad is a good example of SDI and Microsoft Word is a good example of

MDI.

4.2.1 Create a simple Windows Application

Here is the guide to create a new SDI application. We can start a new project by selecting

“File” à  “New”.

1.) In the Project Tab, select “MFC AppWizard (exe)”.

2.) Type the project name and project location. Then click “OK”.

3.) Select “single document” and check the “Document/View Architecture Support”.

Then click “Next”.

4.) Select “None” for no database support and then click “Next”.

5.) Select “None” for no compound document support and then click “Next”.

6.) Click the expected features of user interface and then click “Next”.

7.) Click “Next” again and then click “Finish”.

A workspace is created and we can now develop our application through this framework.

4.2.2 Adding function to the Menu

Windows program is event-driven. Select a menu item issues an event message which

invokes an operation so it is necessary to add corresponding function codes to the

operation.

Here is the guide to add such a function.

1.) Select “View” à  “ClassWizard”.

2.) Select the object ID corresponding to the menu item.

3.) Select the message type. Choose UPDATE_COMMAND_UI if we need to

implement the interface control of the object.

4.) Click “Add Function” and “OK”.

5.) Double click the added member function and we can add the required program

code now.
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Fig 4.2 MFC ClassWizard for Adding Function

4.2.3 Draw a Line

Drawing graphics in Windows is done through the device context (DC). A device context

is a data structure which contains all the necessary information about the physical output

device associated with. The CDC class in MFC wraps those drawing functions.

To draw a line, we can use the following code:

Listing 4.1 – Draw a Line from the point (10, 50) to the point (100, 50)

void CHelloView::OnPaint()
{

CPaintDC dc(this); // Device Context
dc.MoveTo(10,50);
dc.LineTo(100,50);

}
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4.3 Fundamentals of the Document/View Architecture

The document view architecture has been introduced since MFC 2.0. With this architecture,

application data is represented by the document object conceptually and the visual presentation

of the data is done through the view object. The base class of document object in MFC is

CDocument and the base class of view object in MFC is CView.

In a single document interface (SDI) application, only one document can be opened at a time. In

contrast, a multiple document interface (MDI) application allows the existence of multiple

documents with multiple views to each of the document and the frame window object is to host

those views.

Fig 4.3 Data flow of the Document/View Architecture

Fig 4.3 shows a simple data flow in the document/view architecture. There is a message loop in

the application object to retrieve the event-driven message. The message is pumped to the frame

window object which acts as a receiver of most command messages. The message is then

transmitted to the view object. The view object requests the data from the document object.

Finally, the document object provides the necessary data to render the output in the view object.

There are many advantages of using the document/view architecture. We can present the same

data with multiple views, one in the form of a table while another in the form of a chart. Also, no

matter the user modifies the data from which view, we can handle the data in the document

object and synchronize all the views’ data by calling the UpdateAllView( ) function.

Application Object

Document Object
View Object

Frame Window Object

Event-driven message
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When there are events, command messages are generated and are retrieved by the frame window

object. In MFC, however, these command messages can also be handled in the view class and

document class. This is also one of the most important features of the document/view

architecture called command routing [4]. The command routing mechanism in the

document/view architecture enables applications handle the command message almost anywhere.

This is why we can put ON_UPDATE_COMMAND_UI handles in the view class and document

class.
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4.4 Dynamic Link Library (DLL)

4.4.1 Introduction

Dynamic Link Library makes modular software. Although the use of classes in object

oriented programming already makes the design and development of software in a more

modular way, classes are build-time modular while DLL are run-time modular. The

invention of DLL not only targets to object orientation, but also to component reuse.

From the points of view of software engineering, component reuse can increase the

reliability and reduce risk on development because the reused components have been

tested and used by other systems. It can therefore accelerate the software development.

In practice, software developers can compile the main program and the DLL separately.

This implies that when there is modification of the DLL, it is not necessary to re-compile

the main program unless the class names or function names of that DLL are modified.

Also, the DLL achieves resource sharing. If several software use the same function or

operation, that common function can be written as a DLL so software can share it. This is

especially important if the function is large in scale.

4.4.2 Create a Simple DLL Project

To create a MFC DLL, click “File” and select “New”. In the “Project” tab, select “MFC

AppWizard (dll)”. After inputting the project name and location, click “OK”.

Fig 4.4 Create a New DLL Project
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Next, choose the type of DLL to be created. For a regular DLL, the functions can be

loaded by any Win32 application such as Visual Basic 6.0. However, it can only export

the C-style functions with no class, method and overridden functions support. If the DLL

is C++ style using object oriented approach, extension DLL should be chosen. Extension

DLL is used for this project. The final step is to click “Finish” and “OK”.

Fig 4.5 MFC AppWizard (dll)

4.4.3 Important Points when Writing DLL

There are some points to remember when writing DLL:

1.) The DllMain( ) function in the main CPP file is the main DLL entry point and should

not be modified normally.

2.) A macro AFX_EXT_CLASS should be added to the class declaration in the header

file. For example, if we declare a new class called CPeople, the declaration becomes:

Class AFX_EXT_CLASS CPeople : public CObject

3.) When we load the resource of DLL from another program, it is necessary to change

the instance handle to point to the DLL. The instance handle represents the starting

virtual address of the DLL or EXE. Without pointing to the correct instance handle,

run-time error will occur if the program cannot access the required DLL resources.
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Listing 4.2 – Loading DLL Resource

// Get the Current Resource Instance Handle for restoration
HINSTANCE oldResourceHandle = AfxGetResourceHandle();

// Set DLL's resource instance handle as the current resource instance handle
AfxSetResourceHandle(::GetModuleHandle("DLL filename"));

// Load the DLL resource here… and perform other operations
… …

// After finishing the use of the DLL resources, restore the old resource instance handle
AfxSetResourceHandle(oldResourceHandle);

4.4.4 Insert a DLL to the Current Workspace

DLL is used by other programs and it is important to understand how to add the DLL to

another project. For this, there is a detailed description in the section of “Embedding

CWaveAudio library” in Chapter 5, “Methodologies”.
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4.5 Use of CBitmap and Memory DC

The use of CBitmap and memory DC is to implement the animation technique called z-buffering,

or someone calls it double-buffering. It is used to remove the flicker effect when updating the

screen.

A bitmap object is an instance of the CBitmap class. It is not exactly the traditional bitmap

graphic (BMP). Instead, a CBitmap object is a GDI object. It is an array of bits in which one or

more bits correspond to each display pixel. We can load a bitmap graphic from a file to a

CBitmap object or we can construct our own bitmap data of the CBitmap object.

To create a CBitmap object, the following code is used. The third statement is to define the

attributes of the object such as the resolution and color depth. In this case, the attributes is the

same as the screen device context dcScreen and with both width and height equal to 100.

Listing 4.3 – Create a CBitmap object

CClientDC dcScreen (this); // Device Context of the Client Window
CBitmap bitmap;
bitmap.CreateCompatibleBitmap (&dcScreen, 100, 100);

A memory DC is then created with attributes of the screen DC. To enable the GDI output

functions to the memory DC, the CBitmap object is selected by the memory DC. In the example

below, the GDI output function is FillRect( ) which draw a solid rectangle with blue color.

Listing 4.4 – Use of Memory DC

// Create a Memory DC with attributes the same as the dcScreen
CDC dcMem;
dcMem.CreateCompatibleDC (&dcScreen);

CBrush brush (RGB (0, 0, 255));
CBitmap* pOldBitmap = dcMem.SelectObject (&bitmap);
dcMem.FillRect (CRect (0, 0, 100, 100), &brush);
dcMem.SelectObject (pOldBitmap);

With the use of CBitmap and memory DC, an image can be pasted on the screen immediately

instead of pixel by pixel.

Listing 4.5 – Paste the image from memory DC to the screen DC

dcScreen.BitBlt (0, 0, 100, 100, &dcMem, 0, 0, SRCCOPY);
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4.6 Multi-threading

4.6.1 Introduction

A thread is a path of execution of the program code. It has its own memory, stack, file

handles and a set of resources assigned by the operation system. Each application has a

primary thread when it starts to run. The primary thread can spawn additional threads so

there are multiple threads for a single application. A preemptive scheduler of the

operation system gives a time slot to each thread.

There are two types of threads in Windows: user interface (UI) thread and worker thread.

An UI thread has windows interface so it has its own message loop to handle the driven

event of the interface. The primary thread of most applications is an UI thread, including

SPANA. A worker thread only performs background process so it does not need to

process messages from users.

The following example is to create and start a thread running a function called

myThreadProc( ).

Listing 4.6 – Create a thread
// The function run by thread
UINT myThreadProc(LPVOID lpParam)
{

//… …  function content here… …
return 0;

}

// Create a Thread run the above function
HANDLE thread_handle;
DWORD id;
thread_handle = CreateThread(NULL, 0, myThreadProc, this, 0, id);

One of the concerns in writing multi-threaded program is thread synchronization in order

to prevent getting incorrect data. Another concern is the deadlock problem in which

thread A is waiting for the data from thread B but thread B is waiting for the data from A.

In this case, the two threads will wait for each other forever.
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4.6.2 Thread Synchronization

Consider there are two threads, one is for saving data to a file and another is for loading

data from that file. Since we have no idea on which procedure line the threads are

operating, we have to perform thread synchronization in order to make sure data is loaded

after all the data is saved.

One of the methods for thread synchronization is to use Event. An event is a process

object and identified by 32-bit handle or name.

Listing 4.7 – Create an event named “myThreadEvent”

HANDLE event_handle;
event_handle = CreateEvent(NULL, FALSE, FALSE, "myThreadEvent");

There are two states we can set for an event, either signaled or un-signaled. When an

event is created, it is in un-signaled state by default. As a result, we can create an event

for a thread and only signal the event when the thread process is ready. SetEvent( )

function works with WaitForSingleObject( ) function in which SetEvent( ) is to signal an

event while WaitForSingleObject( ) is to lock an event. The lock event is released when

the event is signaled or time-out occurred. After releasing the event, its state changes

back to un-signaled automatically.

Fig 4.6 Thread Synchronization
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Thread A
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Chapter 5 Methodologies

5.1 Embedding CWaveAudio Library

5.1.1 Introduction

CWaveAudio, provided by Dr. M.W. Mak, is a dynamic link library (DLL) to support

lower level audio operations such as reading and writing the audio device. The latest

version supports multi-threading and audio streaming for both sound recording and

playback. After embedding this library, functions such as real time recording, real time

playback and portion playback can be achieved.

5.1.2 Working with CWaveAudio Library by Supporting Functions

Although CWaveAudio provides the core elements for audio device operations, it is

necessary to have a middle layer of function-calls in order to work with the library.

AudioSupport.cpp is a C++ file containing those functions and was provided by Dr. M.W.

Mak together with the CWaveAudio library. The functions in AudioSupport.cpp access

the CWaveAudio library to provide services such as:

• Device initialization for waveform audio output threads

• Callback function for audio input thread

• Callback function for audio output thread

• Function thread for audio input with device initialization

• Function threads for audio output

Instead of calling the core functions in CWaveAudio directly, the main SPANA program

calls the functions in AudioSupport.cpp to perform the waveform audio functions.

5.1.3 Working Principle of CWaveAudio Library with Supporting Functions

A. Recording

During recording, a thread is created. It first initializes the audio input device. Whenever

the audio input device is initialized, 10 buffers are created with size 2048 bytes each. For

a sampling rate of 16kHz and 16-bit resolution, 64ms of information is stored in each
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buffer. StartRecording( ) is also called within the thread initialization process to start

recording.

In StartRecording( ), buffers are assigned to the audio input device using

waveInAddBuffer( ) so that the audio data can be transferred from the audio device to the

buffers. WaitForSingleObject( ) is used to wait for the next cycle of the data transfer.

Once the buffers are filled with data, a callback function waveInProc( ) is triggered to

saved the buffer data to a file SPANA.PCM. After saving to the file, display_wave( ) is

called to display the buffer data in real time. The recording event is set by SetEvent( ) to

unlock the WaitForSingleObject( ) in order to acknowledge StartRecording( ) to process

the next sound block. This process repeats until the recording process is terminated.

Fig 5.1 Audio Buffer and related Code Segment

B. Playback

Data streaming is used to play the audio. A thread is created to initialize the audio output

device with 2 buffers, each occupying with 2048 bytes. A playback event is also created

to synchronize the audio data during playback.

After initialization, another thread WaveOutThreadProc2( ) is created to start the main

playback function. In WaveOutThreadProc2( ), the 2 buffers are streamed with the

speech data and sent to the audio output device by calling waveOutWrite( ) function.

Add data to buffers
by waveInAddBuffer( )

AudioSupport.cpp
callback waveInProc( )
{
     … …
     pDocàpcmfile.write(… );
     pDocàdisplay_wave(… );
     … …
     … …
     SetEvent(…  );
}

Read data from buffers
 through the Callback function

BufferBuffer BufferBuffer

WaveAudio.cpp
StartRecording( )
{
     while (… ) {
          … …
          waveInAddBuffer(… );
          … …
          WaitForSingleObject(… );
     }
}

Buffer

unlock
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In order to ensure that buffer data has been played before filling with new data, a

WaitForSingleObject( ) function is used to lock the process.

Once waveOutWrite( ) function finishing the transfer, a callback function waveOutProc( )

is triggered in which a SetEvent( ) function is called to signal the playback event so that

the WaitForSingleObject( ) function in WaveOutThreadProc2( ) is returned.

The first buffer can then be processed again. Starting from here, WaitForSingleObject( )

is called for processing one buffer. The playback process repeats in this way until all the

audio is played.

Fig 5.2 Flowchart of WaveOutThreadProc2( )
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5.1.4 Remove the existing related functions

As the existing SPANA had already the function of recording and playback, these parts

had to be removed before embedding the new CWaveAudio library to SPANA.

Therefore, the existing audio.cpp was deleted from the workspace.

5.1.5 Add the CWaveAudio Project to the Workspace

The CWaveAudio project was added to the workspace of SPANA. This is done by

selecting “Project” à  “Insert Project into Workspace… ”. The WaveAudio.dsp was then

selected and there were two projects in the SPANA workspace as shown below.

Fig 5.3 SPANA Workspace

Spana Project

CWaveAudio Project
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5.1.6 Project Settings

A) Active Project – SPANA was set to the active project by selecting “Project”à  “Set

Active Project”à  “Spana”

B) Project Dependencies – SPANA was set to dependency of CWaveAudio by selecting

“Project”à  “Dependencies”

Fig 5.4 Project Dependencies

Thus, the compiler will detect whether it is necessary to compile CWaveAudio library

when compiling Spana.

C) Preprocessor – In the “Project”à  “Project Settings”, the related path had to be

inputted in the “Additional include directories” under the “C++” tab.

Fig 5.5 Preprocessor Setting
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D) Link Output and Library modules – In the “Project”à  “Project Settings”, both the

output file name of Spana and CWaveAudio had to be inputted under the “Link” tab.

Also, the location of library modules of CWaveAudio had to be inputted for Spana.

Fig 5.6 Link Option Setting

E) Additional DLL – In the “Project”à  “Project Settings”, the location of the

CWaveAudio DLL had to be declared under the “Debug” tab.

Fig 5.7 Additional DLLs Settings

Note that this is set only if spana.exe and waveaudio.dll are not in the same directory.
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5.1.7 Add the AudioSupport files to SPANA

Both AudioSupport.cpp and AudioSupport.h were added to the Spana project by

selecting “Project”à  “Add to Project”à  “Files”.

Then, AudioSupport.h was included in SpanaView.cpp. At the same time, the old audio.h

was removed.

#include “.\record_display\audio.h”
#include “AudioSupport.h”

5.1.8 Activate back the Record, Playback and Stop Methods

The recording, playback and audio stop operations in CSpanaView object were modified

to use multi-thread techniques to run the functions in AudioSupport. The modification

were made in OnAudioRecord( ), OnPlaySound( ) and OnAudioStop( ).

5.1.9 Modify the Function Parameters of AudioSupport.cpp

As the functions of AudioSupport work with the CWaveAudio object declared in

CSpanaDoc, the object pointer of CSpanaView passes to AudioSupport so that the

methods in CSpanaView can be called and the CWaveAudio object can be accessed.

AudioSupport.cpp was modified to get the memory address of CSpanaView object.

As all the functions in AudioSupport were modified in this way, the function of audio

output device initialization is shown below as an example.

Listing 5.1 – Methods to Get the Pointers of other Object (AudioSupport.cpp)

WORD WaveOutThreadInit(LPVOID lpParam)
{

// Get the CSpanaView Object Pointer
CSpanaView *pView = (CSpanaView *)lpParam;

// Get the CSpanaDoc Object Pointer
CSpanaDoc *pDoc = pViewàGetDocument();

// Get the CWaveAudio Object in CSpanaDoc
CWaveAudio *waveAudio = &(pDocàm_waveOutAudio);

// The CWaveAudio Object can be accessed
DWORD dwWAudioBufSize = waveAudioàGetBufferLength();

… … … … … …
… … … … … …
… … … … … …
return 1;

}
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5.1.10 Further Works

Up to this stage, the SPANA software could be compiled successfully. As the program

flow after recording was the same as opening a wave file, the same procedures were used.

However, the recording function in CWaveAudio library saved the audio data in a file

with raw data format rather than in wave file format, a function called pcm2wav( ) was

added which converts the raw data to wave file format. Thus, this function could be

called after recording and before feeding those opening file procedures.

Listing 5.2 – Convert Raw Audio Data to Wave File Format (wavio.cpp)

void pcm2wav(char *pcmFilename, char *wavFilename, WAV_HDR WavHdr)
{

int pcmFile;
char *buffer; // pointer to pcm data buffer
unsigned int byteRead; // Length of Raw Audio Data File

// Read the temporary PCM file declared in SpanaDoc
if((pcmFile = _open(pcmFilename, _O_RDONLY))==-1)

   fprintf(stderr,"Open PCM file failed");

byteRead = _filelength(pcmFile); // Get the File Length
buffer = (char*)calloc(byteRead, sizeof(char)); // Allocate a buffer to hold pcm data
_read(pcmFile, buffer, byteRead); // Read all the Raw Audio Data
_close(pcmFile);

// Prepare the WAVE file header
strncpy(WavHdr.riff, "RIFF", 4);
WavHdr.filesize = byteRead + sizeof(WAV_HDR);
strncpy(WavHdr.type, "WAVE",4);
strncpy(WavHdr.fmt, "fmt ", 4);
WavHdr.fmtag = 1; // 1 for PCM
WavHdr.drate = WavHdr.srate * (WavHdr.bps/8);
strncpy(WavHdr.data, "data", 4);
WavHdr.align = WavHdr.channel*WavHdr.bps / 8;
WavHdr.dsize = byteRead;

// Call the WavWrite function to save as Wave File Format
WavWrite(wavFilename, &WavHdr, buffer);
free(buffer);

}
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5.2 Average Energy and Zero Crossing Rate Investigation

5.2.1 Introduction

This function shows the relationship of average energy and zero crossing rate of a speech

signal. It was added as a function under the “Plot” menu.

5.2.2 Program Flow Chart

Fig 5.8 Program Flowcharts of Average and Zero Crossing Rate Function
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5.2.3 The Property Page and Property Sheet for Parameter Settings

A property page was created to get the necessary parameters. The method of creating a

property page is the same as creating a dialog box. The difference is that a dialog box is

inherited from CDialog class while a property page is inherited from CPropertyPage

class.

Fig 5.9 Property Page of Parameter Setting

In the “resource view”, a new dialog box was created with the following properties:

Class Name: CParaZeroXingDlg

Property Page Object ID: IDD_PARA_ZEROENERGY_DIALOG

Caption: Zero Crossing Rate/Average Energy

Member Variables: m_winsize – store the value of window size

m_winoverlap – store the value of percentage of window overlapping

m_wintype – store the value of window type

There was no “OK” and “Cancel” button in the property page because MFC would

provide the two buttons when a property sheet was created.
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Two files, namely “ParaZeroXingDlg.cpp” and “ParaZeroXingDlg.h”, were generated by

VC++ after creating the property page. Next, the property page was declared in the

header file SpanaView.h as a public member.

Listing 5.3 – Declare the Property Page (SpanaView.h)

#include “ParaZeroXingDlg.h”
… …
class CSpanaView : public CView
{
… …
// Attributes
public:

… …
CParaZeroXingDlg m_ParaZeroXingDlg;
… …

}

Then, property pages were embedded in a property sheet.

Fig 5.10 A property sheet with three property pages

Listing 5.4 – Create a Property Sheet (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnParaSetting()
{
… … …
CPropertySheet m_ParaConfigSheet("Analysis Configuration");
m_ParaConfigSheet.AddPage(&m_ParaGeneralDlg);
m_ParaConfigSheet.AddPage(&m_ParaFFTDlg);
m_ParaConfigSheet.AddPage(&m_ParaZeroXingDlg);
… … …
}
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5.2.4 Calculate the Frame Offset
A menu item “Average Energy and Zero Crossing Rate” was then built under the “Plot”.

A segment was provided for writing the function code. Regarding how to build the menu

item, please refer to section 4.2.2.

Frame offset was calculated to see how many data elements were shifted from one frame

to the next frame and it is equal to the product of window size and percentage of window

overlapping.

Listing 5.5 – Calculate the Frame Offset (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnPlotZerocrossingrate()
{

int winSize = m_ParaZeroXingDlg.m_winsize;
float winOverlap = 1-m_ParaZeroXingDlg.m_winoverlap/100;
int frameOffset = (int)(winSize*winOverlap);
… …

}

5.2.5 Windowing

The speech signal was passed to the windowing function with a multiple number of frame

offsets. The resulting sets of data were stored in frame data arrays.

Listing 5.6 – Calculate the Frame Data and Perform Windowing (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnPlotZerocrossingrate()
{
     … …
     … …
     __int16 *x;

     int frame = (__int16)((float)sp.number_of_samples/(float)frameOffset-(float)(winSize)/frameOffset)+1;

     // Allocate the memory for Frame Data
     frameData = new float*[frame];
     for(int i=0; i<frame; i++) {

// *2 to suit the function "windowing". The latter zero padding is useless.
frameData[i] = new float[winSize*2];

     }

     // Input Frame Data (i.e. WINDOWING)
     for(i=0; i<frame; i++) {

x = (__int16 *)sp.spcdata+(long)((float)i*frameOffset);

switch (m_ParaZeroXingDlg.m_wintype)
{
     case 0 : windowing(x, frameData[i], winSize*2, RECTANGULAR, sp.norm_factor,

     sp.prem_factor);
     break;
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     case 1 : windowing(x, frameData[i], winSize*2, HAMMING, sp.norm_factor,
     sp.prem_factor);
     break;

     case 2 : windowing(x, frameData[i], winSize*2, HANNING, sp.norm_factor,
     sp.prem_factor);
     break;

     case 3 : windowing(x, frameData[i], winSize*2, TRIANGULAR, sp.norm_factor,
     sp.prem_factor);
     break;

     case 4 : windowing(x, frameData[i], winSize*2, BLACKMAN, sp.norm_factor,
     sp.prem_factor);
      break;

     case 5 : windowing(x, frameData[i], winSize*2, BARLETT, sp.norm_factor,
     sp.prem_factor);
     break;

}
     }
     … … … …
     … … … …
     // Release Memory
     for(i=0; i<frame; i++) {

delete[] frameData[i];
     }
     delete[] frameData;
     … … … …
     … … … …
}
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5.2.6 Calculate the Zero Crossing Rate

The zero crossing rate in each frame was calculated using the following equation and the

result was saved in the array structure sp.winbuffer3[].

Listing 5.7 – Calculate the Zero Crossing Rate (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnPlotZerocrossingrate()
{

… … … …
… … … …
// Calculate the Zero Crossing Rate
for(int n=0; n<frame; n++) {
     sp.winbuffer3[n] = 0;
     for(int m=1; m<winSize; m++)

sp.winbuffer3[n] += abs(sgn(frameData[n][m])-
sgn(frameData[n][m-1]))/2;

sp.winbuffer3[n] = sp.winbuffer3[n]/winSize;
}
… … … …
… … … …

}

5.2.7 Calculate the Average Energy

Similarly, average energy in each frame was also calculated and saved to the array

structure sp.winbuffer4[].

Listing 5.8 – Calculate the Average Energy (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnPlotZerocrossingrate()
{

… … … …
… … … …
// Calculate the Average Energy (Variance)
for(n=0; n<frame; n++) {
     sp.winbuffer4[n] = 0;
     for(int m=0; m<winSize; m++)

sp.winbuffer4[n] += (frameData[n][m]*frameData[n][m]);
sp.winbuffer4[n] = sp.winbuffer4[n]/winSize;

}
… … … …
… … … …

}
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5.2.8 Plotting the Output Signals

The output plot was prepared in the memory DC before transferring to screen. The zero

crossing rate, average energy were plotted in the lower part of the memory DC and the

time domain speech signal was plotted in the upper part of the memory DC for

references.

5.2.9 Example Output

The following is the output of a speech signal “one”. The red line represents the average

energy and the blue line represents the zero crossing rate.

Fig 5.11 Zero Crossing Rate and Average Energy of Speech Signal “one”
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5.3 Integration of Spectrogram Display

5.3.1 Introduction

Another program, which was provided by Dr. M.W. Mak, displays a real time

spectrogram in the speech recording process. This function was integrated to the current

SPANA.

Fig 5.12 The Original Spectrogram Program

After the integration, function of formant estimation was also implemented to display the

spectrogram with formants simultaneously.

This section mainly focuses on this formants estimation function. Please refer to the

related report regarding the core implementation of original spectrogram display

function.
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5.3.2 Program Flow Chart of Spectrogram Display

When there is a recording process with spectrogram display, the following is executed.

Fig 5.13 Program Flowchart of Spectrogram Display
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5.3.3 Add the Spectrogram Project to the Workspace

Thanks that the part of spectrogram display was written in the form of DLL, it was added

to the workspace similar to that of adding the CWaveAudio project shown in section

5.1.5.

As there were some DSP mathematics program files which were common for both Spana

project and Spectrogram project, a static library was built for those mathematics program

files so that those mathematic functions were shared instead of having two separate

copies. This helps to keep the consistency of the program files.

Please refer to Appendix C for the project configuration.

Fig 5.14 Workspace with 4 Projects: MathLib, Spana, SpectrogramDLL, WaveAudio

Spana;     Dependencies: MathLib, Spectrogram, WaveAudio

MathLib;     Dependency: Nil

SpectrogramDLL;     Dependency: MathLib

WaveAudio;     Dependency: Nil
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5.3.4 Modification of Display Spectrogram Function

This spectrogram display method was called when the buffer of audio input was filled. In

order to make the formants estimation, functions of calculating the average energy and

zero crossing rate were added. The formant estimation was executed only if the

estimation function was enabled by the user and only if the inputted signal was voice

sound.

Listing 5.9 – Modification of Display Spectrogram Method (SpectrogramDLL.cpp)

void Spectrogram::DisplaySpectrogram(CDC *pDC, CRect *rcClient, char *curSignal,
 DWORD signalLength, WORD bytePerSample,
 int pixels_per_sec, int left_margin,
 int right_margin, int top_margin,  int bottom_margin,
 int spectrum_display, int spectrogram_display,
 int axis_display, int spectrogram_refresh,
 int zoom_horizontal, int zoom_vertical,
 BOOL refresh, char m_windowType,
 BOOL spectrogram_formant)

{
float m_rate = 0; // Zero Crossing Rate
float m_variance = 0; // Average Energy
… …
… …

// Run only if the formant estimation function is enabled
if(spectrogram_formant) {

ZeroCrossing(&win, numSamples, (short *)curSignal, &m_rate);
AverageEnergy(&win, numSamples, (short *)curSignal, &m_variance);

}
… …
… …

// Run only if the formant estimation function is enabled and the signal appeared as voice
// sound.
if(m_rate<=0.32 && m_variance>=7500 && spectrogram_formant)

FormantTracking(&win, (short*)curSignal, numSamples, Block);
… …
… …

}
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5.3.5 Determination of voice sound

Average energy and zero crossing measurement were used for the determination of voice

sound. The implementation of average energy and zero crossing rate was similar to the

one in section 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 but this one was simpler. This was because only rectangular

window was used and there was only one frame of data in each buffer.

Listing 5.10 – Average Energy and Zero Crossing Measurement for Spectrogram Display (SpectrogramDLL.cpp)

void Spectrogram::ZeroCrossing(WINPARA *win, DWORD length, short *curSignal, float* rate)
{

vec_t *ws = new vec_t[winàwin_size];

*rate = 0;
windowing(curSignal,ws,winàwin_size,’R’,1,winàpre_emp);
for (int i=1;i<winàwin_size;i++)
    *rate += abs(sgn(ws[i]) - sgn(ws[i-1]))/2;

*rate /= win->win_size;
delete[] ws;

}

void Spectrogram::AverageEnergy(WINPARA *win, DWORD length, short *curSignal, float* variance)
{

vec_t *ws = new vec_t[winàwin_size];

*variance = 0;
windowing(curSignal,ws,winàwin_size,’R’,1,winàpre_emp);
for (int i=0; i<winàwin_size;i++)

*variance += ws[i]*ws[i];

*variance /= winàwin_size;

delete[] ws;
}
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5.3.6 Formant Estimation Flowchart

Fig 5.15 – Program Flowchart of Formant Estimation
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5.3.7 Angular Values of LP Poles

The formant estimation was done by using the pole-zero models of LP coefficients. The

LP coefficients were first calculated. Next, the poles were calculated using xzrhqr( )

method. After the poles of all LP coefficients had been calculated, the angular values of

the poles on the z-plane were found.

Listing 5.11 – Finding Angular values of LP Poles (SpectrogramDLL.cpp)

// Calculate the Root for Formant Tracking & Assign Green Color to the Formant Samples.
void Spectrogram::FormantTracking(WINPARA *win, short *curSignal, DWORD numSamples, ColorBlock *Block)
{

… … … …
… … … …
int pOrder = pORDER+1;
int numFrm = 1; // As for Real Time Recording (No. of frame = 1)
vec_t **lpc, **root;
vec_t *v_rad=new vec_t[pOrder];
vec_t temp;

lpc=(vec_t **)matrix(0,numFrm,1,pOrder, sizeof(vec_t), sizeof(vec_t *));

// Compute the LPC Coefficients
ComputeLpcCoeff(win, numFrm, pOrder, numSamples, (short*)curSignal, lpc);

// Find the Poles
root = m_CRoot.xzrhqr(pOrder, lpc[0]);

// Shift Back One element - Adjustment due to the xzrhqr function start the array with 1
for(int j=0; j<pOrder-1; j++) {

root[0][j] = root[0][j+1];
root[1][j] = root[1][j+1];

}

// Calculate the radian of the vectors
for(j=0; j<pOrder; j++) {

v_rad[j] = atan2(fabs(root[1][j]),fabs(root[0][j]));
if(root[0][j]<0) {

v_rad[j] = PI - v_rad[j];
}

}
… … … …
… … … …

}

The radian angular values were stored in the array data structure v_rad[].
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5.3.8 Sorting the Angular Values

The first three with the smallest angular values were treated as the formants. Therefore,

the angular values were sorted.

Listing 5.12 – Sort the Angular Values (SpectrogramDLL.cpp)

// Calculate the Root for Formant Tracking & Assign Green Color to the Formant Samples.
void Spectrogram::FormantTracking(WINPARA *win, short *curSignal, DWORD numSamples, ColorBlock *Block)
{

… … … …
… … … …
int pOrder = pORDER+1;
int numFrm = 1; // As for Real Time Recording (No. of frame = 1)
vec_t *v_rad=new vec_t[pOrder];
vec_t temp;

… … … …
… … … …
… … … …
… … … …

// Sort the radian array from lowest to highest
for(j=0;j<pOrder-1;j++) {

for(int k=0; k<pOrder-j-1; k++) {
if(v_rad[k]>v_rad[k+1]) {

temp = v_rad[k+1];
v_rad[k+1] = v_rad[k];
v_rad[k] = temp;

}
}

}
… … … …
… … … …

}

Regarding the sorting, bubble sort was used here.
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5.3.9 Allocate the Formant Positions

After sorting the angular value, the first three elements in v_rad[] were the formant

positions. The results were assigned to another array m_formant[].

Listing 5.13 – Sort the Angular Values (SpectrogramDLL.cpp)

#define numFormant 3

// Calculate the Root for Formant Tracking & Assign Green Color to the Formant Samples.
void Spectrogram::FormantTracking(WINPARA *win, short *curSignal, DWORD numSamples, ColorBlock *Block)
{

… … … …
… … … …
int pOrder = pORDER+1;
vec_t *m_formant = new vec_t[numFormant];
… … … …
… … … …
// Find the Formants
int m=0; j = 0;
while(j<pOrder && m<numFormant) { // Assume 3 formants to be Found

if(v_rad[j]!=v_rad[j+1]) {
m_formant[m] = v_rad[j];

// Calculate the Sample Number of the Formant
m_formant[m] = (m_formant[m]/PI) * (numSamples/2);

m++;
}
j++;
}

… … … …
… … … …

}

5.3.10 Range Checking and Overriding the Colors of Formant Positions

Range checking was performed to increase the accuracy of estimation. In the program,

the control range was assigned to the array variable refFormantRange. Finally, light

green color was assigned to the pixels of formant positions.

Listing 5.14 – Range Checking and Highlighting of the Formant Position (SpectrogramDLL.cpp)

// Calculate the Root for Formant Tracking & Assign Green Color to the Formant Samples.
void Spectrogram::FormantTracking(WINPARA *win, short *curSignal, DWORD numSamples, ColorBlock *Block)
{

static DWORD refFormantRange[3][2]={270/(YUpperLimit*2000)*(numSamples/2),
1500/(YUpperLimit*2000)*(numSamples/2),
600/(YUpperLimit*2000)*(numSamples/2),
2900/(YUpperLimit*2000)*(numSamples/2),
1600/(YUpperLimit*2000)*(numSamples/2),
3900/(YUpperLimit*2000)*(numSamples/2)};

vec_t *m_formant = new vec_t[numFormant];
… … … …
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… … … …
… … … …
… … … …

// Formant frequency range checking
// The range value is refer to textbook with amendment to fit this application
if((m_formant[0]>=refFormantRange[0][0] && m_formant[0] <=refFormantRange[0][1])&&
  (m_formant[1]>=refFormantRange[1][0] && m_formant[1] <=refFormantRange[1][1])&&
  (m_formant[2] <=refFormantRange[2][1])) {

// Assign Color for the formants once pass the above range test
for(m=0; m<numFormant; m++) {

Block[(int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)].red = 0;
Block[(int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)].blue = 0;
Block[(int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)].green = 255;

// To have better visualization, the neigbourhood pixel is also colored
if((unsigned int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)+1<=(numSamples/2)) {

Block[(int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)+1].red = 0;
Block[(int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)+1].blue = 0;
Block[(int)(m_formant[m]+0.5)+1].green = 255;

}
}

}
… … … …
… … … …

}

5.3.11 Spectrogram with Formant Estimation

Fig 5.16 Spectrogram with Formant Estimation
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5.4 Portion Playback of Speech Signal

5.4.1 Introduction

The new version of SPANA allows users to select any part of the speech to play. The user

can have more understanding about the plotted speech signal. Although there were not

many theories about speech analysis when implementing this function, it was one of the

elements for developing a user-friendly software.

Fig 5.17 Speech Signal with Portion Highlight
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5.4.2 State Transition Diagram

The vertical line indicators become active when users click the mouse buttons within the

region of the speech signal. Under this condition, the states of the vertical line indicators

were defined as follows.

Mouse

Event

Mouse Event

Description

Check Condition

A Left Click - - -

B Right Click x-coordinates of the Start Indicator < x-coordinates of the End Indicator

C Mouse Button

Click

x-coordinates of the Start Indicator < x-coordinates of the End Indicator

D Right Click x-coordinates of the Start Indicator > x-coordinates of the End Indicator

E Left Click x-coordinates of the Start Indicator > x-coordinates of the End Indicator

F Left Click x-coordinates of the Start Indicator > x-coordinates of the End Indicator

G Right Click x-coordinates of the Start Indicator > x-coordinates of the End Indicator

H Left Click x-coordinates of the Start Indicator < x-coordinates of the End Indicator

I Right Click - - -

Fig 5.18 State Transition Diagram
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Only the Start Vertical
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Both Vertical Indicators
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B
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5.4.3 Variables

The following variables were declared to handle the function of portion selection and

playback.

Variable Name Data Type Descriptions

x_indicator integer x-coordinate of the ‘Start’ Vertical Indicator

xe_indicator integer x-coordinate of the ‘End’ Vertical Indicator

start_indicator_active boolean True if the ‘Start’ Indicator should be shown

end_indicator_active boolean True if the ‘End’ Indicator should be shown

speech_highlight boolean True if the signal should be highlighted

m_bPlayIndex unsigned long Frame number to start the playback

m_ePlayIndex unsigned long Frame number to stop the playback

5.4.4 The OnLButtonDown( ) and OnRButtonDown( ) Events

Based on the above design, codes were written in the operation of OnLButtonDown( )

and OnRButtonDown( ). OnLButtonDown( ) and OnRButtonDown( ) methods are

executed when the user presses the left and right mouse button respectively. In the

“ClassWizard”, functions were added and modified for the messages

WM_RBUTTONDOWN and WM_LBUTTONDOWN.

Fig 5.19 Message Map of CSpanaView
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To deal with the left mouse button being pressed, the start_indicator_active was set to

true, assigning the value of the x-coordinate to x_indicator and assigning the frame

number to m_bPlayIndex. Checking was then performed to see to which state it belongs.

Listing 5.15 shows the code for the implementation of OnLButtonDown( ) according to

the state transition diagram in section 5.4.2.

Listing 5.15 – Code segment for left mouse button being pressed (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point)
{

… …
… …
start_indicator_Active = true;
x_indicator = point.x; // Get the x-coordinate of the mouse position

// Calculate the Start Play Sample Number
m_bPlayIndex = (unsigned long)((sp.number_of_samples)/(m_dfMaxX-2*xoffs)*(point.x-xoffs)+0.5);
… …
… …
// Check if the mouse is outside the region of the speech signal
if ((point.x > rect.right) || (point.x < rect.left) || (point..y>rect.bottom) || (point.y<rect.top))
{

CloseFastDisplayDlg();
m_bPlayIndex = 0;
m_ePlayIndex = 0;
x_indicator = 0;
xe_indicator = 0;
start_indicator_Active = false;
end_indicator_Active = false;
speech_highlight = false;
ToolEnable = false;
Invalidate( );

}

// Check if the x-coordinate of the Start Vertical Indicator > x-coordinate of End Vertical
// Indicator
if(m_bPlayIndex>m_ePlayIndex && m_ePlayIndex>0 && ch=='s') {

// It is the state of “Only Start Vertical Line”
m_ePlayIndex = 0;
xe_indicator = 0;
end_indicator_Active = false;
speech_highlight = false;

} else if(m_ePlayIndex>0 && ch=='s'){

// It is the Highlight state
speech_highlight = true;

}
}
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The OnRButtonDown( ) was implemented using the same approach. It enables the “End”

vertical indicator, assigns the x-coordinate to xe_indicator and calculates the frame

number to m_ePlayIndex. Checking was then done to see to which state it belongs.

Listing 5.16 – Code segment for right mouse button being pressed (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnRButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point)
{

… …
// Check if the mouse is within the region of the speech signal
if((point.x<rect.right)&&(point.x>rect.left)&&(point.y>rect.top)&&(point.y<rect.bottom)&&(ch=='s')) {

// Enable the “End Vertical Indicator
end_indicator_Active = true;
xe_indicator = point.x;
m_ePlayIndex = (unsigned long)((sp.number_of_samples)/(m_dfMaxX

-2*xoffs)*(point.x-xoffs)+0.5);
}

if(m_bPlayIndex>=m_ePlayIndex && m_ePlayIndex>0 && ch=='s') {

// It is the state of “Only End Vertical Indicator”
m_bPlayIndex = 0;
x_indicator = 0;
speech_highlight = false;
start_indicator_Active = false;
ToolEnable = false;

} else if(point.x > rect.right && point.x < rect.left &&  point.y > rect.bottom &&
point.y < rect.top && m_bPlayIndex>0 && ch=='s') {

// It is the Highlight state
speech_highlight = true;

}
… …
… …

}
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5.4.5 Plotting the Starting and Ending Indicators

The starting and ending indicators were plotted using the data obtained in the previous
section.

Listing 5.17 – Plotting the Starting and Ending Indicators (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::SpeechSignalPlot()
{

CPaintDC dc(this);
CRect clRect;
thisàGetClientRect(&clRect);

// offsets of x-axis and y-axis
int xoffs=60; int yoffs=40;

… … … …
… … … …
… … … …
… … … …

// Plot the Vertical Red Line (Start)
if (start_indicator_Active) {

CPen newpen(PS_SOLID,1,RGB(255,0,0));
CPen* pOldpen = dc.SelectObject(&newpen);
dc.MoveTo(x_indicator, clRect.top+40);
dc.LineTo(x_indicator, clRect.bottom-40);
dc.SelectObject(pOldpen);

}

// Plot the Vertical Red Dot Line (End)
if (end_indicator_Active) {

CPen newpen(PS_DOT,1,RGB(255,0,0));
CPen* pOldpen = dc.SelectObject(&newpen);
dc.MoveTo(xe_indicator, clRect.top+40);
dc.LineTo(xe_indicator, clRect.bottom-40);
dc.SelectObject(pOldpen);

}

DeleteDC(dc);
}
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5.4.6 Flowchart of Plotting the Portion Selection

Fig 5.20 Flowchart of Dealing with the Portion Selection
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5.4.7 Plotting the Highlighted Speech Signal

With the information in section 5.4.2, the highlighted speech signal was plotted by

generating the negatives of the selected part. The transformation equation is:

In bit-operation, T(x,y) is generated by performing an XOR operation between L and the

pixels of f(x,y).

Listing 5.18 – Plotting the Highlighted Speech Signal (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::SpeechSignalPlot()
{

CPaintDC dc(this);
CRect clRect;
thisàGetClientRect(&clRect);

// offsets of x-axis and y-axis
int xoffs=60; int yoffs=40;

// Copy Memory DC of the Speech Signal into the Screen DC
dc.BitBlt(0, 0, clRect.Width( ), clRect.Height( ), &dcMem, 0, 0, SRCCOPY);

// Highlight the part of Speech Signal being selected
if (speech_highlight) {
     int selWidth = xe_indicator - x_indicator - 1; // -1 to ignore boundary
     int selHeight = clRect.bottom-yoffs-yoffs-clRect.top - 1;

     CBitmap invBitmap;  // Bitmap for plotting the Highlighted Speech Signal
     CDC  ldcMem;  // Memory DC with the Bitmap Selected (local variable)

     invBitmap.CreateCompatibleBitmap(&dc, selWidth, selHeight);
     ldcMem.CreateCompatibleDC(&dc);
     CBitmap *pOldinvBitmap = ldcMem.SelectObject(&invBitmap);

     // Copy the Selected Region from dcMem to the ldcMem
     ldcMem.BitBlt(0,0,selWidth,selHeight,&dcMem,x_indicator+1,yoffs+1,SRCCOPY);

     // Copy the Selected Region from ldcMem to the Screen with inverse color index
     dc.BitBlt(x_indicator+1, yoffs+1, selWidth, selHeight, &ldcMem, 0, 0, DSTINVERT);
}
… … … …
… … … …
… … … …
… … … …

}

T(x,y) = L – f(x,y)    where T(x,y) is the resulting image
f(x,y) is the original image of speech signal
L is the maximum color index
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The implementation code of the flowchart is shown in Listing 5.18. Memory DC plays

the main role in this function. The bitblt method was used three times. It was used to

copy the bitmap from the source device context to the target device context.

The first bilblt was used to copy the bitmap of speech signal from the global memory DC

to the screen DC in which the global memory DC was the image of the original speech

signal. The second bitblt was to copy the bitmap of the selected part from the global

memory DC to the local memory DC. The last bitblt was to copy the bitmap from the

local memory DC back to the screen DC with inverse color values. The highlight effect

was therefore achieved.

5.4.8 The Playback Thread in AudioSupport.cpp

Apart from the visualization part, the playback function was modified to fulfill the

requirement. Instead of playing the whole speech signal, the two frame numbers

m_bPlayIndex and m_ePlayIndex were used to calculate the buffer size for playback. The

buffer size decreased in each cycle time until it was smaller than zero.

Listing 5.19 – The Modified Playback Thread (AudioSupport.cpp)

WORD WaveOutThreadProc2(LPVOID lpParam)
{

… …
… …
// Data convertion from INT16 to Char
if(whàbps==8) { // if bit per second is 8, …

transbuf = new char[pViewànum_samples[0]*whàchannel];
for(DWORD m=0; m< pViewànum_samples[0]; m+=whàchannel) {

transbuf[m] = (char)pViewàsp.spcdata[m]+128;
}

}else{ // if bit per second is 16, …
transbuf = (char*)pView->sp.spcdata;

}

// Calculate Amount of Data to Play
DWORD remainBUFSIZ; // Remain Buffer Size
If (pViewàm_ePlayIndex==0)

remainBUFSIZ=whàdsize-(whàbps/8*whàchannel*m_bPlayIndex);
else

remainBUFSIZ = (whàbps/8*wh-àchannel*m_ePlayIndex)-
(whàbps/8*whàchannel*m_bPlayIndex);

… …
… …
… …
// Play the sound
while (waveAudioàm_audioStatus==AUDIO_PLAYING

&& remainBUFSIZ >= dwWAudioBufSize) {
memcpy(buffer[i],
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transbuf+j*dwWAudioBufSize+(m_bPlayIndex*whàbps/8*whàchannel),
dwWAudioBufSize);

remainBUFSIZ -= dwWAudioBufSize;
j++;
… …
… …
… …
// Prepare for filling in next sound buffer
if (i<NUM_PLAYBUFS-1)

i++;
else

i=0;
}

}
… …
… …
… …

}
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5.5 Line Spectrum Pair and LPC Envelope Mapping

5.5.1 Introduction

Two functions were provided by Dr. M.W. Mak to perform the transformation between

LSP and LPC, namely lsptopc( ) and pctolsp4( ). With the use of these two functions, the

LSP and the LPC envelope mapping functions were added to investigate the relationship

among the root of LSP and the LPC envelope.

5.5.2 Major Methods and Member Variables

A. LspAnalysis.h

Member Variables Data Type Description
LpcCoeff Pointer of float Point to the memory address of LPC in

CSpanaView
LspCoeff Pointer of float Store the transformed LSP root values
P_Order Unsigned Integer Predication Order

Methods Return Value Description
GetLspCoeff( ) Pointer of float Retrieve the pointer of LSP Coefficients
GetLpcCoeff( ) Pointer of float Retrieve the pointer of LP Coefficients
GetpOrder( ) Unsigned integer Retrieve the value of Predication Order
ActivateDlg( ) No return value Activate the LSP analysis dialog box

B. LspAnalysisDlg.h

Member Variables Data Type Description
P_Order Integer Store the Predication Order
oLpcCoeff Pointer of float Store the old LSP root for restoration
nLpcCoeff Pointer of float Store the new LSP root
root 2D pointer of float Store the real and imaginary part of angular value

of root
Pole_Selected Integer Store the selected pole number
Pole_Position 2D pointer of integer Store the screen coordinates of the LSP root values

Methods Return Value Description
findRoot( ) No return value Find the real and imaginary part of angular value

of the LSP root
UpdateDocView( ) Boolean Update all child windows with user-defined

message
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5.5.3 Program Flow Chart

Fig 5.21 Flowchart of the LSP Analysis DLL
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5.5.4 Create a Dialog Box

Fig 5.22 Prototype of the LSP Dialog Box

A dialog box was created as the interface of the LSP analysis function.

Class Name: CLspAnalysisDlg

Dialog Box Object ID: IDD_LSPANALYSIS_DLG

Caption: LSP Control

5.5.5 Initialize the Dialog

Fig 5.23 Dialog Box after Initialization

Once the LSP analysis was invoked, the dialog box was initialized with the following

code segment. The required variables such as the radius and center of the circle were set

in the OnInitDialog( ) method and the drawing task was done in the OnPaint( ) method.
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Listing 5.20 – Draw the Dialog Box of Fig 5.23 (LspAnalysisDlg.cpp)

BOOL CLspAnalysisDlg::OnInitDialog()
{

… …
… …
Root_output_position.x = 290; //Set the output text position for root
Root_output_position.y = 20;

center.x = 110; center.y = 150; //Set the center of the circle

//Set the coordinate the circle
CircleRect.left = center.x - 100;
CircleRect.top = center.y - 100;
CircleRect.right = center.x + 100;
CircleRect.bottom = center.y + 100;

Radius = CircleRect.right - center.x; //Set the circle radius

//Set the horizontal line
Horizontal_Left.x = center.x - 110;
Horizontal_Left.y = center.y;
Horizontal_Right.x = center.x + 110;
Horizontal_Right.y = center.y;

//Set the vertical line
Vertical_Top.x = center.x;
Vertical_Top.y = center.y - 110;
Vertical_Bottom.x = center.x;
Vertical_Bottom.y = center.y + 110;
… …
… …

}

void CLspAnalysisDlg::OnPaint()
{

CPaintDC dc(this); // device context for painting
… …
… …
dc.Ellipse(&CircleRect); // Draw the circle

dc.MoveTo(Horizontal_Left); // Draw horizontal axis
dc.LineTo(Horizontal_Right);

dc.MoveTo(Vertical_Top); // Draw vertical axis
dc.LineTo(Vertical_Bottom);
dc.TextOut(10, 5, "Poles on Z Plane");
dc.TextOut(Horizontal_Right.x + 5, Horizontal_Right.y - 20, "Re");
dc.TextOut(Vertical_Top.x + 5, Vertical_Top.y - 10, "Im");
… …
… …

}
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5.5.6 Transforming from LP coefficients to LSP

The transformation was performed by calling the function pctolsp4( ). The input of the

function was a set of LP coefficients and the output was a set of normalized angular

values and stored in the member array LspCoeff. This function was called in the

constructor of the class CLspAnalysis so a set of LSP roots were obtained once the

LspAnalysis object was created. This was convenient for the latter work.

Listing 5.21 – LP to LSP (LspAnalysis.cpp)

// Constructor
CLspAnalysis::CLspAnalysis(float* LPC, unsigned int pOrder)
{

LspCoeff = new float[pOrder];
LpcCoeff = LPC; // Point to the LP coefficients
p_Order = pOrder; // Prediction Order

// Compute the LSP root and store in the Member Variable LspCoeff
pctolsp4(LpcCoeff, p_Order, LspCoeff, &errFlag);

}

5.5.7 Mapping to Screen Coordinates

The LSP root values were mapped to the screen coordinates in order to plot on the unit

circle. As the properties of LSP, all roots lie on the unit circle. The real and imaginary

parts were calculated using the sine and cosine functions in the method findRoot( ). The

results were then multiplied by the radius and shifted according to the offset and center

position of the unit circle.

Listing 5.22 – Mapping the LSP to Screen Coordinates (LspAnalysisDlg.cpp)

BOOL CLspAnalysisDlg::OnInitDialog()
{

… …
… …
findRoot(LspCoeff, p_Order, root); // Find the Real & Imaginary Part

for(i=0;i<p_Order;i++)
{

//map the real part x to windows x-coordinate,
// adding 0.5 for cast from float to int.
Pole_Position[0][i]= (int)(root[0][i]*Radius + center.x + 0.5);

//map the imaginary part to windows y-coordinate
Pole_Position[1][i]= (int)(center.y - root[1][i]*Radius + 0.5);

}
… …
… …

}

void CLspAnalysisDlg::findRoot(float* lspRoot, int order, float** root)
{
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for(int i=0; i<order; i++) {
root[0][i] = (float)cos(lspRoot[i]*2*PI);
root[1][i] = (float)sin(lspRoot[i]*2*PI);

}
}

The reason for multiplying 2p in findRoot( ) was due to the normalized LSP root value.

That means the range of LSP root value is between 0 and 0.5 for the angular value

between 0 and 3.14 radians.

5.5.8 Finish the Plotting of Dialog Box

The real and imaginary values and the screen coordinates were all known and they were

plotted in the OnPaint( ) method.

Listing 5.23 – Plotting the Dialog Box (LspAnalysisDlg.cpp)

void CLspAnalysisDlg::OnPaint( )
{

CPaintDC dc(this); // device context for painting
......
… …
// Plot the Pole Pairs
for(int i=0; i<p_Order; i++)
{

dc.TextOut(Pole_Position[0][i] - CharWidth/2,
Pole_Position[1][i] - CharHeight/2, Pole_Name[i]);

}
… …
… …
// Display the Numeric Root Value
dc.TextOut(Root_output_position.x - Pole_Name_Offset-10,

Root_output_position.y, "Pole");
dc.TextOut(Root_output_position.x, Root_output_position.y, "Real");
dc.TextOut(Root_output_position.x + Imaginary_Offset,

Root_output_position.y, "Imaginary");

// Buffer for holding the type converted Real Root Value (float -> char)
char buffer_x[10]; char buffer_y[10];

for(i=0; i<p_Order; i++)
{

dc.TextOut(Root_output_position.x - Pole_Name_Offset,
Root_output_position.y + Row_Space*(i+1), Pole_Name[i]);

_gcvt(root[0][i], 3, buffer_x);
dc.TextOut(Root_output_position.x,

Root_output_position.y + Row_Space*(i+1), buffer_x);

_gcvt(root[1][i], 3, buffer_y);
dc.TextOut(Root_output_position.x + Imaginary_Offset,

Root_output_position.y + Row_Space*(i+1), buffer_y);
}
… …
… …

}
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The result dialog box was like this:

Fig 5.24  The LSP Root Control Dialog

5.5.9 Handling the event of changing the Pole in the Combo Box

The active pole value was changed according to the value of the Combo box. The value

of the slider was also modified to show the correct value of the active pole.

Listing 5.24 – Handling the event of changing active pole (LspAnalysisDlg.cpp)

void CLspAnalysisDlg::OnSelchangeLspcoeff()
{

// Get the Selected Position in the Combo Box
Pole_Selected = m_LspCoeff.GetCurSel();

// Modify the value in Slider
m_LspSlider.SetPos(int(LspCoeff[Pole_Selected]*360+0.5));

}
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5.5.10 Handling the event of changing the value of the slider

The value shown in the slider represents the LSP root value. Changing this value

modifies the coordinate of that particular root. New set of LPC also needed to calculate

by the function lsptopc( ). The background envelope and pole on the unit circle were then

repainted. All these were done in the method OnHScroll( ).

Listing 5.25 – Handling the event of changing the value of active pole (LspAnalysisDlg.cpp)

void CLspAnalysisDlg::OnHScroll(UINT nSBCode, UINT nPos, CScrollBar* pScrollBar)
{

LspCoeff[Pole_Selected] = m_LspSlider.GetPos( ) / 360.0;

// Update the Real and Imaginary Values
findRoot(LspCoeff, p_Order, root);

//map the real part to windows x-coordinate, adding 0.5 for rounding.
Pole_Position[0][Pole_Selected]= (int)(cos(LspCoeff[Pole_Selected]*2*PI)*Radius +

center.x + 0.5);

//map the imaginary part to windows y-coordinate
Pole_Position[1][Pole_Selected]= (int)(center.y - sin(LspCoeff[Pole_Selected]*2*PI)

*Radius + 0.5);

lsptopc(LspCoeff, nLpcCoeff, p_Order); // Transform to new LPC
UpdateDocView( ); //Update the Background Spectrum Envelope
Invalidate( );
… …
… …

}

5.5.11 Update the LPC Envelope

A user-defined function UpdateDocView( ) was used to update the background spectral

envelope. According to the Document/View architecture, this was achieved by sending a

user-defined message to all the child windows of the frame object. A corresponding

message handler was also installed in the CSpanaView object so that CSpanaView

responded to that message and re-painted the LPC envelope.

A user message was first defined in LspAnalysis.h and UpdateDocView( ) made use of

this message to communicate with CSpanaView object.

#define WM_LSPPOLECHANGED (WM_USER + 4)

In the UpdateDocView( ), GetWindow(GW_OWNER) was used to get the pointer of the

frame object. The find child function started at this point. Child window under the frame
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object would be called. Whenever a child window was found, the callback function

would be triggered and the WM_LSPPOLECHANGED message would be sent to that

child window. This repeated until all child windows were called.

Listing 5.26 – Finding All Child and Send the Messages to them (LspAnalysisDlg.cpp)

static BOOL CALLBACK Find_Child(HWND hWnd, LPARAM)
{

CWnd* pWnd = CWnd::FromHandlePermanent(hWnd); //pointer to the child windows
if (pWnd != NULL)
{

pWndàSendMessage(WM_LSPPOLECHANGED);
if (pWndàGetWindow(GW_CHILD) != NULL)

// Keep Finding Child
::EnumChildWindows(pWndàm_hWnd, Find_Child, 0);

}
return TRUE;

}

//Update the Doc/View to repaint through the user message WM_LSPPOLECHANGED
BOOL CLspAnalysisDlg::UpdateDocView()
{

CWnd* pFrameWnd = GetWindow(GW_OWNER); //rectrieve a pointer to Frame
::EnumChildWindows(pFrameWndàm_hWnd, Find_Child, 0);
return 0;

}

Although all child windows received the WM_LSPPOLECHANGED message, only the

one with that message handler would response. Listing 5.27 shows the three steps to

construct the effective response to the message of the class CSpanaView.

Listing 5.27a – Declare the WM_LSPPOLECHANGE message map (SpanaView.h)

// Generated message map functions
protected:

afx_msg void OnLspPoleChanged(WPARAM wParam,LPARAM lparam);
//}}AFX_MSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()

};

Listing 5.27b – Declare the operation of the WM_LSPPOLECHANGE message (SpanaView.cpp)

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CSpanaView, CView)
… …
ON_MESSAGE(WM_LSPPOLECHANGED, OnLspPoleChanged)
… …

END_MESSAGE_MAP( )
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Listing 5.27c – Implementation of the OnLspPoleChanged( ) event to update the LPC envelope (SpanaView.cpp)

void CSpanaView::OnLspPoleChanged(WPARAM wParam,LPARAM lparm)
{

//Re-calculate and repaint the spectral envelope
FFT(sp.w[index-1], sp.winbuffer1, sp.windowsize);
spectral_envelope(sp.order, sp.LPC[index-1], sp.windowsize,

sp.winbuffer2, gain, sp.dspflag);  // calculate P^(w)
linear_to_log10(sp.winbuffer1, sp.windowsize/2, 1.0);

                                             // convert linear data to dB
linear_to_log10(sp.winbuffer2, sp.windowsize/2, 1.0);

                                             // convert linear data to dB
ch='e';
Invalidate( );

}

In Listing 5.27c, the LPC envelope was re-computed. The frequency domain data was

computed by performing Fast Fourier Transform. Next, spectral envelope was computed

and the screen was repainted by calling the function Invalidate( ).
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

The functions stated in the Project Specification have been completed. They are “Embedding

CWaveAudio Library”, “Average Energy and Zero Crossing Rate Investigation”, “Integration of

Spectrogram Display” and “Portion Playback of Speech Signal”. They have been tested and

work well under Microsoft Windows environment.

This project gave me a great opportunity to apply what I have learnt into practice. Being a

software development project, it requires several software engineering techniques.

Knowledge of software engineering provides a guideline to manage the development process. It

includes designing functions, writing project requirement and specification, studying the

implementation feasibility, program coding and documentation, module testing and final

evaluation.

Regarding programming technique, although it only plays a little part in the overall software

development cycle, it is significant. Writing functional code is easy but writing correct and

efficient code is difficult. Efficient coding can utilize the OS resources well. It also helps other

developers to follow the project more easily. Programs with poor structure and coding are

difficult to develop further no matter how good the current performance is.

Having sound concepts of speech analysis is essential in this project. It is impossible to develop

SPANA without any knowledge of speech analysis, especially for validation and debugging.

All these things are necessary to carry out this project. Communication is another important

factor to keep track of the progress and verify the correctness of work.

Last but not least, I was also taught the skill of taking over somebody else’s project. Re-

inventing the wheel is not always practical for software development, especially for developing

or enhancing large and reliable systems. The concept of object-oriented programming and

component based software engineering is a breakthrough in this project, and these methodologies

bring the science of software development to another stage.
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Chapter 7 Recommendation

A pitch contour function was implemented using the AMDF method. However, the output was

not satisfactory to what we expected. Originally, it was considered to use the properties of

Cepstrum to estimate the pitch and took AMDF as a reference. Due to the time constraint, this

part was not completed, and was considered as a suggestion for further work.

The approach in formant estimation can be improved. If 2 poles are close in frequency, they will

merge to form a single formant. This case was not considered in the current implementation.

Ideas never come to stop and there are rooms for enhancement. Functions such as pitch

detection, spectrogram analysis and zoom function can be added and improved. The interface of

the software can also be improved, such as using Multiple Document Interface to display the

signals.
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Appendix B – User Manual

Package: One CD Rom
One User Manual

System Requirement: Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 or later version
Pentium 133MHz or higher
128MB RAM or higher
Minimum 10MB of hard disk space
Sound Card, Microphone and Speaker

1. About SPANA
Thank you for choosing SPANA. SPANA is a multimedia tool for learning speech analysis.
It was developed by Dr. M.W. Mak and his final year project students in The Department of
Electronic and Information Engineering of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

For enquiry, bug reporting or most update information about this software, please contact
Dr. M. W. Mak at enmwmak@polyu.edu.hk.

2. Functions in SPANA
SPANA provides the following functions:

Basic Functions
§ Display speech signals in time domain.
§ Calculate and display speech signals in frequency domain.
§ Calculate and display windowed speech signal.
§ Calculate and display prediction error.
§ Calculate and display cepstrum domain signal.
§ Calculate and display power spectrum of windowed speech signal.
§ Calculate and display normalized error.
§ Calculate and display average energy and zero crossing rate
Advanced Functions
§ Visualized different window type effect for speech processing.
§ Visualized control over poles of LPC transform function.
§ Visualized control over poles of LSP transform function
§ Visualized LP parameter control.
Audio Functions
§ Audio recording.
§ Audio play back.
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3. Installation
Unzip the file to a new directory in the hard disk in which you have permission to read and
write. 7 files should be extracted.

4. Quick Start
After installation, open the Window Explorer. Double click on the Spana.exe to start
SPANA.

.

§ Open a file
Click FileàOpen File to open a wave file. A configuration dialog will pop up. Click
OK at this moment. Now, you can start your analysis. Enjoy!

5. Select a Frame
Most of the signal processing is done in a frame-by-frame basis. To select a frame, left click
your mouse on the signal.
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6. Plot Functions
SPANA supports a number of plots. You can find those available plotting functions by
selecting Plot from the menu.

A. Time Domain Signal

B. Windowed Signal

C. Average Energy & Zero Crossing Rate

Original Signal

Average Energy
&

Zero Crossing Rate
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D. Spectral Envelope

E. Prediction Error

F. Cepstral Plot

Windowed Signal

Frequency Spectrum

Spectral Envelope

Windowed Signal

Prediction Error

Windowed Signal

Cepstrum
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G. Power Spectrum of Windowed Data

H. Normalized Error

Normalized Error

Windowed Signal

Power Spectrum
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7. Control Functions

SPANA provides a number of interactive control functions to let you visualize the effect of
the parameters on the speech signal. You can find these control functions under the Tools
menu.

*** Note: To enable these functions, a frame must be selected first.

A. LPC Pole Control

A dialog box will pop-up and you can drag and move the poles inside the unit circle. The
LP envelope will change shape accordingly.

***Note: The poles’ values are obtained from the LPC transfer function
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B. LSP Control

A dialog box will pop-up and you can select and move the slider. The background
envelope will change shape accordingly.

***Note: The roots are from the transformation equation
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C. Sensitivity of LP Parameters

A dialog will pop-up and you can change the PARCOR value and LP value to investigate
the changes in the background envelope.

LPC Slider Control
PARCOR Slider Control

Spectral Envelope
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D. Window Type Control

A dialog box pop up and you can investigate the different window type effect on the
signal.

If you select Non Overlapping for display, you can only select maximum three window
type to be displayed.

If you select Overlapping display, you can select all available window type to compare
their corresponding envelope difference.
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8. Record Function

In the section Quick Start, a wave file is opened. Apart from it, you can record your own
audio for analysis. To record a sound, select AudioàRecord.

A record setting dialog box pop up, please refer to the part Record Settings about setting
those parameters. Click OK to start recording.

To stop the recording, press ESC or click the Stop button.

9. Playback Function

Speech signal can be playback by pressing the Playback button or selecting
AudioàPlayback.

To playback a portion of speech signal, use the left button of your mouse to select the start
frame of the playback just like selecting a frame to analysis. Similarly, use the right button
of your mouse to select the end frame of the playback. You can now play the speech signal.

Left Click Right Click
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10. Analysis Settings

Click ConfigurationàAnalysis. There are three categories. They are General, FFT and Zero
Crossing Rate/Average Energy. You can adjust the settings such as sampling frequency,
window size for analyzing.

General Tab

In the General tab, you can change the sampling frequency, enable the fast display window
and choose the type of plotting in the fast display window.

FFT Tab

The parameters in the FFT tab will be used for the calculation of frequency spectrum, LPC,
cepstral plot etc. which need to perform Fast Fourier Transform.
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Zero Crossing Rate/Average Energy Tab

The parameters in the Zero Crossing Rate/Average Energy tab will be used for displaying
Average energy & zero crossing rate.

11. Record Settings

In this dialog box, you can set the sampling frequency used for recording. During recording,
a real time signal will be shown on the screen. You can change the view to display time
domain signal, frequency domain signal or spectrogram.
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12. Fast Display Window

SPANA provides a fast display function to let you have a quick view of information. Once
this function is enabled (default), the dialog box will pop up whenever you select a frame.
The information shown in the fast display window can be set in the General Tab of the
Analysis Configuration Box (Section 10).

13. Toolbar Explanation

About Spana

Window Type Control

LSP Root Control

LPC Pole Control

Audio Record

Audio Stop

Audio Playback

Fast Window Display

Printer

Open WAV file

Save WAV file

Sensitivity of LP Parameters

Fast Display
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Appendix C – Project Configurations

Project Settings:

Physical D
irectory Tree Structure:
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Appendix D – SPANA Checklist

 i Programs Provided by Dr. M.W. Mak

q  CWaveAudio Library

q  Example Program using CWaveAudio Library with AudioSupport Functions

q  Spectrogram Display Program

q  LSP and LPC Transformation Routines

 ii Fixed Bug

q  The mismatch problem of window size

q  The problem of window overlapping

q  The problem of re-calculation of Gain for the same frame of data

q  Sampling frequency becomes effective

q  Restoration of LP and PARCOR parameters after the interactive LPC analysis

q  Restoration of frame data after executing “Windowing Control”

 iii Project Specification

q  Embedding of the Latest CWaveAudio Library

q  Integration with the Real Time Spectrogram Display for Recording

q  Average Energy and Zero Crossing Rate Plot

q  Portion Select and Playback of the Speech Signal

q  LSP and LP Envelope Mapping Function

 iv Other Improvements

q   “LP Pole Control”, “LP Parameter Sensitivity”, “Windowing Control” and Mathematics

Library were separated into four library modules

q  Save file function was added

q  More information was provided in the status bar during playback and recording

q  The Color Depth of Spectrogram Display was increased

q  The fast display window was improved

q  A fast display icon was added in toolbar

q  Progress bar was added when loading a file

q  Property sheet was used for the configuration dialog

q  Title bar was improved to show the full path name

q  Pitch Contour Function (using AMDF)
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Appendix E – Suggested Laboratory Sheet

Speech Signal Analysis using SPANA

Laboratory Sheet

Objective: To understand the basic speech analysis, LPC analysis, Cepstral analysis and LSP
analysis of speech.

Equipment: 1. Personal Computer
2. SPANA 3.0
3. Sound blaster, speakers, and microphone

Environment: Window NT 4.0 or later version

Introduction:

Speech analysis involves the concept of extracting important speech signal characteristics. For

some analysis taken in frequency domain, speech signal needed to pass the procedure of pre-

emphasis, frame blocking and windowing before analyzing.

In this laboratory session, students will investigate speech analysis with SPANA. The references

section provides other useful materials for this topic.

Procedures:

1) Run “spana.exe” in your computer.

2) Click FileàOpen file to open a .wav file. (e.g. seven.wav)

3) A configuration dialog box will pop up. Keep the default setting and click OK.
The selected speech signal is displayed in time domain.

Part I. Average Energy & Zero Crossing Rate
4) Click PlotàAverage Energy & Zero Crossing Rate.

Question 1: What do you observe? Can you explain your observation?
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Part II. Prediction Error
5) Click Plotà  Speech Signal to display the time domain signal.

6) Choose a frame by clicking on the speech signal so that a voiced portion of the speech
waveform is displayed. You can examine the voiced sound in the fast display window.

7) Click PlotàPrediction Error to display the prediction error of the selected frame signal.
The upper part is the windowed signal and the lower part is the prediction error.

Question 2: What is the correlation between the speech signal and the error signal? Why
such correlation exists?

Part III. Linear Prediction (LP) Analysis
8) Click PlotàSpectral Envelope to display the spectral envelope.

Question 3: Describe a method to obtain the spectral envelope from the LP coefficients.
What is the relationship between the spectral envelope and the frequency
spectrum of the windowed speech signal? Why?

Part IV. Cepstral Plot
9) Click PlotàCepstral Plot to display cepstral plot for both voiced and unvoiced sound.

Question 4: Comment on your observation. How to determine whether the signal inside
the window is voiced or unvoiced using the cepstral plot? How to determine
the pitch period for voiced sound from this plot?

Question 5: Describe the procedure of producing a cepstrally smoothed envelope from
the cepstral plot obtained in step 9. What would be the differences between
the spectral envelope obtained by cepstral smoothing and the one in
SPANA which is obtained from LP coefficients?

Part V. Effect of different Prediction Orders
10) Click ConfigurationàAnalysis

11) Choose FFT tab. Change the setting of prediction order to 18 and click OK.

12) Display the spectral envelope again by clicking PlotàSpectral Envelope.

Question 6: What is the difference between the spectral envelopes obtained with
prediction order 12 and 18? Why such difference exists? What would you
obtain when the prediction order becomes infinitely large? Hence, explain
how to choose the prediction order.

Part VI. LPC Pole Control
13) Select a frame and click ToolsàLPC Pole Control. Poles from the LP transfer function

are shown in the unit circle.

14) Drag the poles on the dialog box.
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Question 7:  What is the relationship between the poles’ position on the unit circle and
the peak position on the spectral envelope?

Part VII. Sensitivity of LP Parameters
15) Select another frame and click ToolsàSensitivity of LP Parameters.

16) Select different LP and PARCOR parameters and change their values by moving the
slider.

Question 8:  Which parameter has most significant influence on spectral envelope?

Part VIII. LSP Analysis
17) Select a frame and click ToolsàLSP Root Control. The poles shown on the unit circle

are transformed from the LP coefficient.

18) Try selecting different LSP parameters and change their values by moving the slider.

Question 9: Comment on the poles’ position on the unit circle. What is the relationship
between the poles’ position and the spectral envelope?

Part IX. Formant Estimation
19) Click AudioàRecord.

20) Select display Spectrogram and enable the formant estimation function.

21) Adjust the Windows’ microphone sensitivity and start recording for about 10 seconds.
Then Click AudioàStop or press ESC.

Question 10:  What can you say about the range of first 3 formants for human being?
Why formant estimation is important in speech analysis? Suggest a
method to estimate the formants.
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Appendix F – Pitch Contour Detection

As mentioned in the section of “Recommendation”, the function of pitch contour was originally

designed to use the properties in the Cepstrum. This part records the work done by using AMDF.

The procedure of detecting the pitch contour was divided into three main parts:

1. Use AMDF for pitch detection

2. Eliminate incorrect detection of unvoiced sound and silence

3. Find Consecutive Contour Points

1. Use AMDF for pitch detection

The frame signal was first passed to the rectangular window and then performed the AMDF

operation. The result was stored in the variable Delta[i] where i was the difference value.

Listing F1 – Pitch Detection using AMDF Algorithm (SpanaView.cpp)

x=(__int16 *)sp.spcdata+(long)((float)f*frameOffset);
windowing(x, frameData, win_size, RECTANGULAR, sp.norm_factor,sp.prem_factor);

// AMDF
for(int i=1; i<=m_win_size; i++) {

N = 0;
Delta[i-1] = 0;
for(int j=0; j<m_win_size; j++) {

Delta[i-1] += (float)fabs(frameData[m_win_size+j] – frameData[m_win_size+j-i]);
N++;

}
Delta[i-1] /= N;

}

2. Eliminate incorrect detection of unvoiced sound and silence

There was unvoiced sound and silence in the signal, so zero crossing rate was used. The pitch

value in m_pitch[f],where f was the frame number, was set to zero if the frame data was

detected as unvoiced or silence.

Listing F2 – Eliminate the incorrect detection of unvoice sound and silence (SpanaView.cpp)

// Zero Crossing Rate - Note that it is not a part of calculating AMDF
// but in order to elimate the incorrect pitch detection of unvoice sound and
// silence, zero crossing measurement is applied.
zerox = 0;

for(int m=1; m<m_win_size; m++)
zerox += abs(sgn(frameData[m])-sgn(frameData[m-1]))/2;

zerox /= m_win_size;

if((zerox>0.3 && wh.bps==16) || zerox == 0)
m_pitch[f] = 0;

else if((zerox>0.6 && wh.bps==8) || zerox == 0)
m_pitch[f] = 0;
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else {

// Find the minimum Delta (See Listing F3)

}

Listing F3 – Find the Minimum Delta in each Frame (SpanaView.cpp)

// find the minimun Delta[i] (i.e. Estimated Pitch Period)
// In General, the pitch range is 50Hz~250Hz for men and 120Hz~500Hz for women.
// (i.e. Men: 4ms~20ms; Women: 2ms~9ms ...Approximate Test Range: 2ms~20ms)
min = (int)(sp.sample_frequency*0.002);
start = min + 1;

for(i=start; i<m_win_size; i++) {
if(Delta[i] < Delta[min]) min = i;

}
m_pitch[f] = min;

// > 20ms
if(min>sp.sample_frequency*0.02)

m_pitch[f] = 0;

3. Find Consecutive Contour Points

The result was found not satisfactory due to the discontinuous of points. This was because of

the imperfect detection. As a result, only contour lines with more than 5 consecutive points

were counted.

Listing F4 – Find Consecutive Contour Line (SpanaView.cpp)

const int margin = 4;
const int max_diff = 3;
const int num_point = 5; // target min.consecutive points
int j; // General Counter
int cnt=2; // Consecutive Counter
int diff = m_pitch[1] - m_pitch[0];

for(f=2; f<num_frames; f++) {
if(abs(m_pitch[f]-m_pitch[f-1])>diff+margin || m_pitch[f]==0 ||

(f>num_frames-num_point && cnt<num_point-num_frames+f)) {

// To see if there is already 'num_point' consecutive points,
// If not, set the previous points to zero while keeping the current point
// for next comparison
if(cnt<num_point) {

for(j=0; j<cnt; j++) {
m_pitch[f-j-1] = 0;

}
}
diff = max_diff;
cnt = 1;

} else {
cnt ++;
diff = abs(m_pitch[f]-m_pitch[f-1]);
if(diff>max_diff) diff = max_diff; // Max allowance

}
}
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